
Data Analytics in 
Media & Entertainment

Digitization in the media and entertainment industry has empowered
businesses to have unprecedented access to data on their customers.
By using data analytics, entertainment companies have been able to
gain detailed insights regarding not only their customers but also their
systems and processes.

The most pre-eminent players in the media and entertainment industry,
such as Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, and Disney, have already been leveraging
big data as part of their operations to enhance the customer
experience. Hulu, for instance, has been known for using analytics for
purposes like content acquisition and recommendation.

Other benefits of using data analytics include: increased customer
retention; effective media investment decisions; precise ad targeting;
detailed performance analysis and predicting customer preferences.
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Data Analytics is one of the fastest growing fields today. The
demand for skilled professionals will continue to grow exponentially
in the upcoming years. 

On the other hand, the shortage of skilled professionals in data
science is huge. 
Now is the time to upskill and enter the workforce as a data analyst. 
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Career Options in Media & Entertainment 

Analyst, Futures Sport & Entertainment
Customer Reviews Analyst
Media Analyst
Data Research Analyst
Music Analyst
Social Media Analyst
Market Research Analyst

A promising career path

153,900
Projected employment

in 2031

$98,230
The 2020 Entry Level

Median Salary

22% demand rise
For market research analysts

projected from 2020–2030.
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How can Vijay Computer Academy help?

Python Statistics DatabasesMS Excel Power BI Tableau

So, if you or your clients are looking for a new career in IT; or to diversify in IT
or looking for a remote job; or to change career at age of 40 or 50; or are
currently underemployed, unemployed or laid off and want to re-enter the
workforce, enroll in VCA's Live Instructor-Led Online Data Analytics Bootcamp
(270 hrs, 10 hrs/week, 27 weeks).

No degrees needed! No prior background, or IT experience is required; just a
willingness to learn and get a place in the high paying job market in short time. 

Reach out to us for further information!
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Develop the skills you need to become 
an excellent data analyst!

Fill the inquiry form to find out more about VCA's Data
Analytics Bootcamp and how it can equip you to succeed in
today’s data-driven world.

Join VCA for a free Data Analytics info session!

Workforce Scholarships
available to cover up to 100% 

 tuition of bootcamp.
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